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LET’S STAY IN TOUCH!

Visit us at cumatix.se or get 
in touch with us on LinkedIn 

to see our latest updates.

Over the past decade, the automotive
industry has had a strong focus on
electrifying the drivetrain. Initially the
development was mainly driven by stricter
environmental legislation around the world.
Today, driving factors are far from only
legislative; instead, it is a strong customer
demand, both from individuals and
corporations, pushed by the increased
general awareness of the environmental
and public health aspect with the usage of
fossil fuels. Other industries, such as off-
highway vehicles and the transportation
sector, have also increasingly pushed for
the development of electrification of the
drivetrain. New factors such as reduced
operating costs and noise levels, as well as
increased productivity and reliability are
playing an important role.

Analyzes show that by the year 2027,
about 40% of all lighter vehicles produced
will have some form of electric drivetrain
(mild hybrid / plug in hybrid / fully electric),
which imposes new demands on the supply
chain.

For the traction drive to have as high
energy efficiency and compact format as
possible, the choice of feedback sensor
and signal processing is of utmost
importance. Cumatix has extensive
experience in integrating feedback sensors
in different types of traction operations
where the customer's specific
requirements for cost, dimensional
constraints, optimal integration, quality
and delivery performance always have the
highest focus.

FEEDBACKSENSOR FOR AN ELECTRIC 
DRIVETRAIN
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Singlsyn is an angular feedback sensor of a
variable reluctance type resolver that is
used with permanent magnet traction
motors for electrical commutation,
positioning and speed monitoring. It has
been developed for various traction &
propulsion drives in for example cars,
trucks, railway, buses, forestry machines
and mining machines where there is a need
for extreme reliability and robustness.
Thanks to its powerful design, the ultra-thin
shape, analog angle sensor is suitable for
mounting in harsh environments with
limited space.
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Singlsyn

For example, the sensor can be mounted
inside of the traction motor and if
necessary, also submerged into different
types of oil. Another important parameter
in this type of application that is made
possible by Singlsyn is that it offers the
traction motor to be designed with a large
shaft dimension while the stator's outer
diameter can be minimized. The sensor is
adapted to the requirements of the
specific application in terms of different
dimensional constraints, electrical and
installation requirements.

Singlsyn is suitable for a wide range of electric traction & propulsion drive applications.
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HIGH TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE

HIGH VELOCITY REVOLUTION

SUPER-THIN SHAPE

VIBRATION + SHOCK RESISTANCE

COST EFFICIENT
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Singlsyn – rugged case

In some applications such as the traction
motor for trains or other off highway
vehicles, there may be a need to mount the
feedback sensor on the rear end of the
traction motor, outside of the motors
protective housing. We can then offer the
Singlsyn sensor assembled into a robust
housing together with outgoing cabling
harness, or a fixed connector directly on the
sensor housing.

R/D chip

Converting the Singlsyn sensor's analog
signal into a digital signal is done using an
R/D IC (Resolver-to-Digital Integrated
Circuit). An R/D IC is commonly also
known as an A/D IC (Analog to digital
integrated circuit). Our R/D converter is
explicitly developed for use in the
automotive industry, and it has unique
features such as detecting incorrect signal
processing and built-in fault control of the
chip. We also have evaluation boards with
integrated R/D chips to simplify initial
testing of the resolver system.
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QUALITY
ASSURANCE

Manufactured according 
to ISO9001, ISO14001 
and IATF16949:2016.
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A resolver is an angle sensor that outputs
rotational angles as two-phase AC voltages
(analog signals). It features structurally high
environmental resistance compared to
other sensors due to its simple design.

RESOLVER SYSTEM

Analog Signals
(AC Voltage)

Resolver
Resolver

/ Digital Converter
Digital Angle Signals

Compared to a traditional type of
resolver, the rotor on the Singlsyn is
composed of only a laminated magnetic
steel sheet.

0

ANGLE OF ROTATION

Output 
Voltage (S2-S4)

Output
voltage (S1-S3)

Recommended
voltage (R1-R2)

90 180 270 360

When the excitation coils are energized
an AC output voltage is induced in the
output coils. The output voltage varies
depending on the variating air gap
between stator teeth and rotor, therefore
a rotation angle can be conversely
detected by reading the output voltage.
When selecting the Singlsyn it is
important to find a suitable match
between the number of electrical pole
pairs on the traction motor and the
Singlsyn. We offer the Singlsyn in many
different pole pair numbers, for example
from a 2X type (two pole pair = 4
electrical poles) up to a 6X type.
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The function of a resolver
and the resolver system
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GET IN TOUCH!

Don’t hesitate to chat with
us on our website

cumatix.se or give us a call 
on +46 8 768 65 91.

Our main focus is to live up to our
customers' high demands in terms of the
right quality, customized design, optimized
logistics and cost efficiency. In addition,
we know that long-term and committed
collaborations with both customers and
manufacturing partners are crucial for
achieving success together.

How may we help you?

Gustavslundsvägen 145
167 51 Bromma, Sweden

Call: +46 8 768 65 91
Email: info@cumatix.se

MOTORS SENSORS CLUTCHES
& BRAKES

DRIVE 
ELECTRONICS

CUMATIX AB

About us
Ever since Cumatix was established, we
have had the vision to be a leading partner
in the field of controlled motion. Over the
years, we have built up extensive knowledge
which, together with our solid experience,
helps us to offer competitive solutions to
OEM manufacturers.


